CHINESE 2 COURSE DESCRIPTION

Chinese II focuses on students continuing their development of fluency through speaking, reading, writing and translation of the Chinese language. Vocabulary memorization will not only include pinyin and English but will also require the memorization of the characters as well. Emphasis will also be given to the exploration of the Chinese culture and proficiently utilizing a Chinese dictionary. Chinese podcasts will be used to expose students to varying accents and assist them in listening proficiency. Students will also learn to type in Chinese. An excursion to a Chinese restaurant will be taken as a class in order to provide students with the opportunity for practicing Mandarin in a contextual environment. There are a series of children’s books students will translate into English. Instruction in the class will gradually move from English explanations to Mandarin with occasional English clarifiers.

TEXTBOOK:

Integrated Chinese Level 1 Part 1

Integrated Chinese Level 1 Part 2

Chinese 2 Exit Skills

- Use vocabulary specific to phone calls
- Negotiate a time for a meeting
- Utilize inductive/contextual translation on an intermediate level
- Be able to generally understand instructions given entirely in Chinese
- Be able to formulate questions and statements on a rudimentary level to convey ideas, thoughts and concerns
- To discuss the specifics of studying Chinese and their difficulty or ease
- Proficiently use a Chinese dictionary
- Proficiently and accurately type in Chinese
- Navigate the Chinese public transportation
- Bargain in a Chinese market
- Structure a cohesive story line with fluid sequencing
- Discuss the weather in depth

WK1  8/24 – 27
REVIEW: NUMBERS, DATES, TIME, MONEY, DIALOGUES
QUIZ

WK2  8/30 – 9/3
REVIEW: VERBS, DIRECTIONS, BODY PARTS, SENTENCE PATTERNS...
QUIZ

WK3  9/7 – 10
COMMON PHONE PHRASES
WB PG 95 R.C. A
96 B
TRANSLATE LESSON 6 DIALOGUE 1
SPEAKING EXERCISE WB PG 94 A
99 B 要是。。。

WK4  9/13-17
WB PG 94 DIALOGUE 1 B AND C
100 C 1-3
97 C
159 IN PAIRS
LESSON 6 VOCAB 2
TRANSLATE LESSON 6 DIALOGUE 2
要= MODAL VERB “GOING TO GO”

WK5  9/20 – 24
REVIEW DATES
TB PG 166 跟，别得
SPEAKING EXERCISE WB PG 108 B
WB PG 103 B AND C
104 A
105 B
107 A
108 C
HOW TO TYPE IN CHINESE – USING CORRECTIONS FROM WB PG 108 C

WK6  9/27 – 30
WB PG 109 D 1,2,3
LESSON 7 VOCAB
TB PG 180 的，得，地
181 就 VS 才
TRANSLATE LESSON 7 DIALOGUE 1
QUIZ – LESSON 7 VOCAB

WK7  10/5 – 8
TB PG 183 有点儿
SPEAKING EXERCISE WB PG 112 A
WB PG 112 R.C. A
113 C
115 B AND C
116 D AND E
117 F

WK8  10/11 – 15
WB PG 117 F – TYPE
111 B AND C
118 G
LESSON 7 DIALOGUE 2 VOCAB
TRANSLATE LESSON 7 DIALOGUE 2
SPEAKING EXERCISE WB PG 119 A
WB PG 120 A
QUIZ LESSON 7 VOCAB
HOW TO USE A CHINESE DICTIONARY
HANDOUT - RADICALS

WK10  10/25-29
PRACTICE CHINESE DICTIONARY USE
TRANSLATION: 我的第一本认知书：比较
HANDOUT: ADJECTIVE LIST

WK11  11/1 – 4
USING THE BUS SYSTEM
COMMON PHRASES SHEET
SMARTBOARD: READING A CHINESE BUS SIGN
REVIEW: VERBS
ROLE PLAYING DIALOGUE: FINDING A BUS TO GET TO THE PARK.

WK12  11/8 – 12
QUIZ: BUS PHRASES AND READING A BUS SIGN
CHINESEPOD: “WHERE’S THE BUS STOP”
“WHY ARE YOU STUDYING CHINESE”
HANDOUT: EXAM PREPARATION WORKSHEETS

WK13  11/15 – 17
CONTINUE WORKING ON EXAM PREPARATION WORKSHEETS
ORAL EXAM

WK14 - EXAMS

WK15  11/29 – 12/3
REVIEW: EXAM
LESSON 8 VOCAB
TB PG 211 A
212 一边...一边...AND 以前，以后
QUIZ – LESSON 8 VOCAB
TRANSLATE LESSON 8 DIALOGUE 1
TB PG 214 F
WB PG 129 A

WK16  12/6 – 10
STORY TELLING – STRUCTURE
WB PG 129 B R.C. A
132 A
133 B
134 C
LESSON 8 VOCAB DIALOGUE 2
TB PG 218 除了...以外...
QUIZ – LESSON 8 VOCAB
REVIEW: 会，能，可以
WK17 12/13 – 17
TRANSLATE LESSON 8 DIALOGUE 2
WB PG 139 A
TB PG 220 就
TRANSLATION: HUMOROUS STORY
WB PG 135 D – CORRECT – TYPE
 137 B AND C
 139 A
 140 B
 142 C
 143 D
REVIEW: USING A CHINESE DICTIONARY

XMAS BREAK

WK18 1/3 -7
REVIEW: PREVIOUS VOCAB LESSONS 6-9 AND ADJECTIVES
WB PG 144 E AND F
TRANSLATE: 我的第一本认知书：形状
HANDBOUT: COLORS
REVIEW: STORY TELLING STRUCTURE
WB PG 146 G
 141 B
QUIZ – COLORS VOCAB

WK19 1/10 – 14
REVIEW: COLORS
LESSON 9 VOCAB
TB PG 32 MWS
 237 E
 238 F SPEAKING EXERCISE
WB PG 148 R.C. A
 149 B
TRANSLATE LESSON 9 DIALOGUE 1
QUIZ – LESSON 9 VOCAB

WK20 1/18 – 21
SPEAKING EXERCISE WB PG 148 A
LISTENING EXERCISE WB PG 147 B
WB PG 150 A
 152 C – CORRECT – TYPE
BARGAINING – DO'S AND DON'T'S
MEMORIZATION: BARGAINING DIALOGUE/BARGAINING PHRASES

WK21 1/24 – 28
WB PG 150 C
QUIZ – BARGAINING DIALOGUE/BARGAINING PHRASES
CHINESEPOD:
HANDBOUT: CHINESE NEW YEAR VOCAB

WK22 1/31 – 2/4
ROLE PLAY – USING BARGAINING PHRASES
QUIZ – CHINESE NEW YEAR VOCAB
REVIEW: RESTAURANT DIALOGUE AND VOCAB
WK23 2/7 – 10
REVIEW: ALL PREVIOUS CHAPTERS
ORAL TEST – BARGAINING AT THE MARKET

WK24 2/15 – 18
LESSON 9 DIALOGUE 2 VOCAB
REVIEW: BUS PHRASES AND BARGAINING
WB PG 156 R.C. A
158 A
TRANSLATE: 我会上厕所
WB PG 159 B

WK25 2/21 – 25
TRANSLATE LESSON 9 DIALOGUE 2
WB PG 156 SPEAKING EXERCISE A
QUIZ – LESSON 9 VOCAB
WB PG 155 B AND C
HANDOUT: EMOTIONS VOCAB
WB PG 146 R.C. B
虽然...可是...

WK26 2/28 – 3/4
TRANSLATE: 我要刷牙
WB PG 159 C TYPE
161 E TYPE
QUIZ – EMOTIONS VOCAB
LESSON 10 VOCAB

WK27 3/7 – 9
REVIEW: BUS SYSTEM
WB PG 166 A; R.C. B
168 A
TB PG 257 或者 VS 还是 TB PG 259
TB PG 260 B
TRANSLATE DIALOGUE 1
WB PG 165 SPEAKING EXERCISE A
TB PG 258 AND 261 C 先...再...
QUIZ – LESSON 10 VOCAB
WB PG 168 B

SPRING BREAK

WK28 3/21 – 25
LISTENING EXERCISE WB PG 165 B
LESSON 10 DIALOGUE 2 VOCAB
WB PG 169 C
170 D
ROLE PLAY USING SUBWAY MAP
TRANSLATE LESSON 10 DIALOGUE 2
WB PG 173 SPEAKING EXERCISE A
175 B
174 C
QUIZ – LESSON 10 VOCAB

WK29 3/28 – 4/1
SUPPLEMENTAL AIRLINE VOCAB
WB PG 177 让
TB PG 267 AND 268 每...都...
WB PG 177 C
  170 E
  171 F
  173 B AND C LISTENING EXERCISE

WK30  4/4 – 8
  WB PG 178 D
  INTEGRATED CHINESE TB LEVEL 1 PART 2 LESSON 11 VOCAB
  TB PG 比
    11 PRACTICE/EXERCISE
  WB PG 3 B
  TB PG 15 D
  WB PG 3 C
  TRANSLATE LESSON 11 DIALOGUE 1
  QUIZ – LESSON 11 VOCAB

WK31  4/11 – 15
  WB PG 1 B LISTENING EXERCISE
  不但...而且...
  WB PG 6 A
  WEATHER.COM – TALK ABOUT FORECAST
  LESSON 11 DIALOGUE 2 VOCAB
  TRANSLATE DIALOGUE 2
  WB PG 11 SPEAKING EXERCISE A AND B
    12 B
    14 D
  QUIZ – DIALOGUE 2 VOCAB

WK32  4/18 – 21
  又...又...
  WEATHER.COM
  WB PG 15 F
    11 LISTENING COMPREHENSION B
    13 C
    16 B
    17 C

WK33  4/25 – 28
  LESSON 12 VOCAB
  TB PG 37 一...都...没 AND 一...也...不
  WB PG 29 B AND C
  TB PG 39 多/少
  WB PG 30 D
  TRANSLATE LESSON 12 DIALOGUE 1
  WB PG 24 SPEAKING EXERCISE A
  QUIZ – LESSON 12 VOCAB

WK34  5/2 – 6
  WB PG 24 B LISTENING EXERCISE
    25 B AND C
    31 E 就 VS 才
  TB PG 46 C AND D
LESSON 12 DIALOGUE 2 VOCAB

WK35  5/9 – 13
TRANSLATE DIALOGUE 2
WB PG 34 SPEAKING EXERCISE A
31 F
35 B
QUIZ – DIALOGUE 2 VOCAB
WB PG 33 B LISTENING EXERCISE
45 STORY TELLING

WK36  5/16 – 20
EXAM PREPARATORY WORKSHEET
ORAL EXAM